Abstract-2D fully convolutional network has been recently successfully applied to the object detection problem on images. In this paper, we extend the fully convolutional network based detection techniques to 3D and apply it to point cloud data. The proposed approach is verified on the task of vehicle detection from lidar point cloud for autonomous driving. Experiments on the KITTI dataset shows significant performance improvement over the previous point cloud based detection approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding point cloud data has been recognized as a key task for many robotic applications. In the application of autonomous driving for example, this task generally includes the detection of on-road obstacles, e.g. cars and pedestrian, and the segmentation of drivable free regions, from the point cloud generated by lidars. In the application of robotic manipulation, estimating the position and orientation of the target object is the prerequisite for the consecutive grasping manipulation. Compared to image data, point cloud data naturally persists 3D metric information. Thus it is usually admitted to provide better estimation of object orientation and position than image data.
Recently, the deep learning based methods have achieved significant performance in the tasks of object recognition, detection and segmentation on image data. Deep neural network, especially the convolutional neural network (CNN), embodies impressive capacity of complex feature representation on images. It is believed that such capacity can be generalized to data from other forms including point cloud data. As will be mentioned in the following sections, several previous works have applied neural network for feature extraction in point cloud processing and achieved significant performance improvement in in tasks of object recognition and detection.
In this paper, we propose to use 3D fully convolutional network (FCN) to further enhance the performance of object detection in point cloud. The 2D FCN [22] has achieved notable performance in image based detection tasks. The proposed approach extends FCN to 3D. It detects objects and estimates oriented object bounding boxes in an end-toend manner. We apply the proposed method in 3D vehicle detection for an autonomous driving system, using a Velodyne 64E lidar. Meanwhile, the approach can be generalized to other object detection tasks on point cloud captured by Kinect, stereo or monocular structure from motion.
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II. RELATED WORKS
The proposed method transplants the recently popular deep learning based detection framework to point cloud data. Thus we spend some space in this section to respectively introduce three related research areas with the proposed work. We first introduce previous works of the general point cloud based detection. Secondly, we introduce how the point cloud data can be fed into CNNs, which is the basic operation the proposed approach. Thirdly, we introduce the wellperforming FCN based object detection framework, which the proposed method follows but with the 3D CNN operation.
A. 3D Object Detection in Point Cloud
A majority of 3D detection algorithms can be summarized as two stages, i.e. candidate proposal and classification. In the scenario of on-road obstacle detection from point cloud, a simple category of works propose candidates by some rulebased segmentation algorithms. For example, [8] [2] . Higher level feature representation techniques, e.g. sparse coding [7] , [18] and deep learning [5] , [9] is also deployed. In Section II-B, more details about the deep learning based feature representation are introduced.
Note that the above methods mostly operate point cloud data in the 3D space. As in many scenarios point cloud can be represented as 2D depthmaps or range scans. 2D detection methods are also proposed in some previous works. [4] , [20] propose to detect objects from the RGBD representation captured by Kinect alike sensor. [19] proposes to use convolutional neural network in detect vehicles from range scan converted from point cloud captured by Velodyne lidar. The projection inevitably loses or distorts useful 3D spatial information but can benefit from the well developed image based 2D detection algorithms.
B. Convolutional Neural Network and 3D Object Detection
CNN based 3D object detection is recently drawing a growing attention in computer vision and robotics. Early works in this direction come in the object detection task using RGBD data. Since the RGBD data are represented as 2D images, it is straightforward to exploit the well-developed 2D CNN techniques on such data for object detection or recognition tasks. For example, [28], [30] interprets depthmap as image channels and feed to image recognition CNN.
[13] uses CNN to produce feature description from RGBD images for a sliding window based detection framework. [4] proposes object candidates from the depthmap and verifies candidates under the Fast-RCNN framework. Similar to RGBD data, point cloud data captured by LiDAR can also be projected as depthmaps or range scans. As is first proposed in [19] , such data can also be feed to 2D CNN for object detection. In addition, different from the previous works which simply interpret depth data as a feature channel, [19] find it possible to predict the 3D object location based on the depth data.. In applications like vehicle detection for autonomous driving, this location prediction is an important advantage over the traditional 2D image based detection methods. Besides using range scans, previous works also project point cloud onto planes of multiple direction and take the projection as input data. For example, [6] uses bird eye view and the front view projection of point cloud as input data.
[32] combine even more projection from uniformly distributed viewing directions.
A drawback of the depthmap based detection approaches is that 2D CNN does not embed spatial information carried by point cloud data, but rather interpret depth as common features. In addition, the projection from 3D points to 2D depthmap inevitably loses information due to occlusion. To overcome these drawbacks, 3D CNN is firstly proposed in several previous works for object recognition [12] , [23], [37] and then also used to process volumetric medical data [24] . 3D CNN is a natural extension for 2D CNN. These methods discretize point cloud as voxel data and feed to 3D CNN.
[12] also notices that the sparsity of the voxel data can be exploited to accelerate the convolution.
[31] proposes 3D R-CNN for indoor object detection combinig Kinect image and point cloud.
[9] uses 3D CNN to produce feature on voxel data and fed features to a multiple directional sliding window for detection. 
C. Fully Convolutional Network (FCN)
The concept of FCN is originally proposed by [22] , aiming to solve the image segmentation task in an end-to-end deep learning framework. Each element in the output map of a FCN predicts the segmentation label of its corresponding input pixel or region. In the recent development of object detection, it is shown that FCN can be extended for end-toend object detection by augmenting the output channels with object bounding box parameters. This framework does not require any object candidate to be proposed but implicitly detects objectness over the whole input image. In addition, variations of the FCN framework are able to simultaneously predict extra object properties such as bounding box size, aspect ratio, landmark offsets and etc. In Section III-A, the detailed procedure of the FCN detection framework is further described.
The proposed work in this paper inherits the idea of FCN based detection framework but transplants it to 3D convolution operation. The proposed method takes voxelized 3D data from lidars or RGBD cameras as input and directly predicts the objectness and object shape in the 3D space. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed framework is the first to deploy 3D FCN for the object detection task. Experiments show significant performance improvement of this work over previous methods. 
III. APPROACH

A. FCN Based Detection Revisited
The procedure of FCN based detection frameworks can be summarized as two tasks, i.e. objectness prediction and bounding box prediction. As illustrated in Figure 1 , a FCN is formed with two output maps corresponding to the two tasks respectively. The objectness map predicts if a region belongs to an object and the bounding box map predicts the coordinates of the object bounding box. We follow the denotion of [19] . Denote o a p as the output at region p of the objectness map, which can be encoded by softmax or hinge loss. Denote o b p as the output of the bounding box map, which is encoded by the coordinate offsets of the bounding box.
Denote the groundtruth objectness label at region p as ℓ p . For simplicity each class corresponds to one label in this paper. In some works, e.g. SSD or DenseBox, the network can have multiple objectness labels for one class, corresponding to multiple scales or aspect ratios. The objectness loss at p is denoted as
Denote the groundtruth bounding box coordinates offsets at region p as b p . For simplicity, in this paper we assume only one bounding box map is produced, though a more sophisticated network, e.g. SSD, can have multiple bounding box offsets predicted for one class, corresponding to multiple scales or aspect ratios. Each bounding box loss is denoted as
The overall loss of the network is thus denoted as
with w used to balance the objectness loss and the bounding box loss. P denotes all regions in the objectness map and V ∈ P denotes all object regions. In the deployment phase, the regions with postive objectness prediction are selected. Then the bounding box predictions corresponding to these regions are collected and clustered as the detection results.
B. 3D FCN Detection Network for Point Cloud 1) Network Structure:
The mechanism of 2D CNN naturally extends to 3D on the square grids. Figure 2 shows an example of the network structure used in this paper. The network follows and simplifies the hourglass-shape structure from [22] . Layer conv1, conv2 and conv3 downsample the input map by 1/2 3 sequentially. Layer deconv4a and deconv4b upsample the incoming map by 2 3 respectively. The ReLU activation is deployed after each layer. The output objectness map (o a ) and bounding box map (o b ) are collected from the deconv4a and deconv4b layers respectively.
The proposed work uses convolution kernel with same size f on three dimensions. Thus for input feature of m dimensions and output feature out n dimensions, this involves f 3 mn multiplication to compute one convolution output element, while for 2D case this complexity is f 2 mn. In our experiments, we find f = 4 a good compromise between kernel capacity and computational complexity.
2) Data Encoding: Although a variety of discretization embedding have been introduced for high-dimensional convolution [1] , [12] , for simplicity we discretize the point cloud on square grids. The discretized data can be represented by a 4D array with dimensions of length, width, height and channels. For the simplest case, only one channel of binary value {0, 1} is used to present whether there is any points observed at the corresponding grid elements. Some more sophisticated features have also been introduced in the previous works, e.g. [23] . Take the vehicle detection task in autonomous driving for example, we use grids of size 10cm to discretize the input point cloud.
Similar to DenseBox [15], we denote the objectness region V as the center region of the object. For the proposed 3D case, a 3D sphere located at the object center is used. Points inside the sphere are labeled as positive / foreground label. The bounding box prediction at point p is encoded by the Figure 4 . For our unoptimized GPU implementation, the average running time of network forwarding is 0.5s for VeloFCN and 1s for the proposed 3D FCN. With further optimization, the running time can be reduced. In addition, complicated network structure with more layers can be used to enhance the precision.
B. KITTI Online Evaluation
The proposed approach is also evaluated on the KITTI online system. Note that on the current KITTI object detection benchmark image based detection algorithms outperforms previous point cloud based detection algorithms by a significant gap. This is mainly due to that images have much higher resolution than point cloud (range scan), which enhances the detection of far or occluded objects.
The proposed approach is compared with previous point cloud based detection algorithms and the results are listed in Table II . Deep learning based detection frameworks [9] , [19] outperforms the traditional detection approaches by a significant gap. VeloFCN detects 3D objects in a 2D CNN and uses the most complex network to handle perspective scale variation. Vote3Deep operates directly in 3D embedding, similar with the proposed method, but uses a sliding window strategy for the final prediction. Such strategy sometimes does not handle objects with varying sizes and directions suitably. The proposed method naturally predicts the size and direction of object and achievess the best average precision comparing with the related methods.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Recent study in deploying deep learning techniques in point cloud have shown the promising ability of 3D CNN to interpret shape features. This paper attempts to further push this research. To the best of our knowledge, this paper proposes the first 3D FCN framework for end-to-end 3D object detection. The performance improvement of this method is significant compared to previous point cloud based detection approaches. While in this paper the framework are experimented on the point cloud collected by Velodyne 64E under the scenario of autonomous driving, it naturally applies to point cloud created by other sensors or reconstruction algorithms.
